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Country Manager –
Philippines

General Manager,
Masbate Gold Project
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MASBATE GOLD PROJECT
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COUNTRY OVERVIEW: THE PHILIPPINES
MASBATE GOLD PROJECT: LOCATION
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B2GOLD IN THE PHILIPPINES
MASBATE MINE
Masbate Gold Project is located in a historic mining
area and was operated by Atlas Mining from 1980 until
closure in 1994
The property was held by several companies until it was
acquired by CGA Mining Limited in 2007. CGA
developed the property, obtained a mine permit and
installed a 6.8 Mtpa processing plant, commencing
production in 2009
B2Gold acquired ownership in 2013 through a merger
with CGA and has since established itself as a premier
operator in the Philippines
The combination of a strong Philippine operating team,
with B2Gold technical expertise and financial backing,
has been key to unlocking value for the project

1. The Department of Environment and Natural Resources

At the national level, the successful development of
working relationships with central government agencies,
such as the DENR1, has been beneficial to the
Company’s operation, helping to promote a responsible
mining model
DENR Secretary, Roy Cimatu, considers Masbate “the
best mine he has seen”
The Company also enjoys support and cooperation of
regional government agencies and positive relationships
with local government
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BENEFITS TO PHILIPPINES
The Philippine government supported the mine permit process at Masbate in 2007,
knowing that the mine would lift the region from poverty and create opportunity and
employment for its inhabitants
Masbate contributes substantially to the provincial and municipal economies. It is the
largest investment on the island, the biggest tax payer and the number one employer in
the province
In the local municipality of Aroroy, over half of the yearly budget is directly attributable to
the Masbate Mine
Aroroy municipality has progressed from a fourth class to a first-class municipality, with
corresponding improvements in services
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OUR PEOPLE
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Masbate Gold Project employs more than 1,900 direct and contract employees
Masbate Mine is not unionized. Labour relations have been positive and stable
Masbate Gold Project promotes local hiring which takes advantage of an enormous pool
of trained talent in the Philippines. Local (Masbate) hiring is more than 70% of the
workforce, and total Philippine hiring constitutes more than 98% of the entire operation
nationwide

The Company maintains well-established mentorship programs at the mine and has
established accredited training facilities in the community
Our operation provides safe and stable work in a region that historically has had limited
opportunity, and the Company’s focus with its Social Development Management
Programs (“SDMP”) is to provide continued livelihood opportunity for the citizens of the
community of Aroroy. SDMP expenditure is more than $2.8 M annually

OUR COMMUNITY INVESTMENT
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THE PAMANA PROGRAM
Through our SDMP and other contributions, we support a large number of
initiatives in our communities
This was the first of our highly-successful programs to develop a business model
for a cooperative-based egg-laying enterprise – a new industry in Masbate.
Formerly all eggs were imported
We now have 14 egg cooperatives, 2 pullet-raising operations, a broiler
operation and a pig-rearing business; all thriving, self-sustaining small
businesses. They operate on a pay-it-forward basis, generating loans for future
cooperatives

